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1. Overview
This supplementary document provides more implementation details (in Section 2), training details (in Section 3) and
additional quantitative comparison in Section 4. We include additional qualitative results in our project website https:
//video-nerf.github.io. In particular, we test on 10 different videos and provide comparison with baselines and
different loss configurations.

2. Implementation Details
We implement our framework using PyTorch. In all our experiments, we empirically set the hyper-parameters as a = 1,
b = 100, and g = 10.
We calculate all the losses except the static scene loss on a batch of Nr = 1024 rays that are randomly drawn from an
input frame It without replacement. We randomly choose Ns = 1024 from X at each step (also without replacement) for
the static scene loss. We normalize the time t such that T = [ 1, 1] and apply the positional encoding with 4 frequency
bands. Following NeRF [1], we apply positional encoding to spatial positions x. While we do not use the normalized device
coordinates, we sample each ray uniformly in inverse depth. We set the depth range zn and zf as the global minimum and
maximum of all frames’ depth values.

3. Training Details
We used the same MLP architecture as in [1], except that we use 1024 activations for the first 8 MLP layers instead of
256. Our models are trained with various combinations of the losses presented in the main paper but otherwise with the same
hyperparameters. We used the Adam optimizer with momentum parameters b1 = 0.9 and b2 = 0.999 and a learning rate of
0.0005. We train the MLP for 800k iterations. It takes about 48 hours to train a network with about 100 video frames at the
960⇥540 resolution with 4 NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

4. Additional comparison to baseline
In this section, we provide a quantitative comparison to the inpainted mesh method. We rendered the ground-truth mesh
provided by the Sintel dataset in 2D and inpaint the missing pixels in disoccluded areas using state-of-the-arts video completion algorithms. Then, we evaluate how well our method handles disoccluded areas, compared with the inpainted mesh
method, for which we used the same Sintel GT depth. Table 1 shows the quantitative evaluation measured in PSNR metric.
It demonstrates that inpainting is not sufficient to get good disocclusion contents, and validates that our approach produces
significantly fewer artifacts than the baseline method using video completion.

Table 1. Reported PSNR on disoccluded pixels only.
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